
Electronic Proxy 

 
 

This is an electronic document, digitally signed by the grantor using a digital 
certificate, which bestows representative power to the legal 
representative(s) of your choice.  

 
By using the digital signature, which is the result of a mathematical 

operation that uses cryptography, it is possible to safely certify the origin 
and integrity of a document. The digital signature is linked to the electronic 
document in such a way that, in the event any changes are made to the 

document, the signature becomes invalid. 
 

The Provisional Measure (MP) 2200-2 of August 24, 2001 assures legal 
validity to the digital certificate. Electronic documents signed digitally using 
digital certificate are as legally valid as those written and signed manually 

(art. 10, §1º e §2º).  
 

The Brazilian Security and Exchange Commission – CVM has interpreted the 
validity requirements of  MP 2200-2, in a collegiate decision under Process 

2008-1794, judged on June 24, 2008. According to the CVM, electronic 
proxy means any power of attorney granted by means of the world wide 
web.  

 
Such decision admits the use of an electronic proxy with digital  certificate 

to ascertain both the representation of proxy shareholders and the 
computation of their votes by the company.   
 

The use of an electronic proxy allows shareholders to define their votes and 
to ensure they are computed by the company by their attorney in fact.. To 

simplify the use of an electronic proxy, voting documents as well as the 
proxy model itself are available for shareholders to access.   
 

Upon accessing such documents, shareholders read and analyze the 
material, fill-in the voting instructions and sign the electronic proxy digitally 

– all done over the Internet. The electronic proxy is delivered to the 
attorney in fact who will present it at the company’s general meeting. This 
entire process ensures  the requirements of Corporate Law regarding 

shareholder’s physical attendance are met.   
 

The adoption of an electronic proxy was encouraged by CVM’s Instruction 
481, of December 17, 2009, which determines that only companies which 
do not accept electronic proxies granted by means of an internet-based 

system are obligated to reimburse expenses incurred in public proxy 
solicitation, made by shareholders which hold 0,5% or more of the capital 

stock.  


